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Abstract

In this paper we present a technique for deriving approximate measures for finite capacity
queuing networks. The fact that buffers have finite capacity makes the analysis of such networks
very difficult. Indeed, FC-QNs do not have a product form solution, except for a limited number
of special cases. In general exact solution for such models can only be obtained using numerical
methods. However these techniques can only handle networks of very small size. For this reason
analyses based on approximate techniques represent an interesting possibility to compute mea-
sures for queuing network models with finite capacity. In this paper we present an approximation
technique that is inspired to the method called Response Time Preservation. The developing of the
proposed technique is based on a representation of FC-QNs by means of Generalized Stochastic
Petri Nets.

1 Introduction

Queuing network models with finite capacity queues (FC-QNs) and blocking are used to represent
systems with finite capacity resource constraints, such as production, communication and computer
systems. Various blocking mechanisms have been defined in the literature to represent the different
behaviours of real systems with limited resources. The fact that buffers have finite capacity makes
the analysis of such networks very difficult. Indeed, FC-QNs do not have a product form solution,
except for a limited number of special cases (see [3, 4, 8, 11] for details). As a result, exact solution
can only be obtained using numerical methods. As usual however, these techniques can only handle
networks of very small size. For this reason, most of analyses are based on approximation techniques,
or simulation methods. In this paper we present an approximation technique for FC-QNs. The pro-
posal is based on the approximation method called Response Time Preservation (RTP) [1]. Originally,
the response time preservation has been proposed as a method to compute approximate measure for
queuing networks. In the following this method has been used for the computation of approximate
measures for Stochastic Petri Net Models [5, 9, 10]. In this case some interesting features of the Petri
net theory have been combined with the peculiarities of the approximate technique. In this paper we
develop a methodology for the application of the response time preservation techniques to FC-QNs.
The proposed method is based on a representation of FC-QNs by means of Generalized Stochastic
Petri Nets (GSPNs). In this manner we exploit some of the potentialities of using Petri net results
within the FC-QN field. The proposed approximate technique can be applied to tandem FC-QNs
having heterogeneous blocking mechanisms. In the paper we consider three blocking mechanisms:
Blocking After Service, Blocking Before Service, and Repetitive Service Blocking. For these mech-
anisms we present their GSPN representation and the transformation rules needed to apply the RTP
technique.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces some basic concepts of the FC-QNs.
Section 3 presents the basic ideas of the RTP method and gives the motivations of the analysis pre-
sented in this paper. Section 4 introduces the GSPN description of the blocking mechanisms that we
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consider in the paper. Section 5 shows the application of the RTP to tandem FC-QNs. In Section 6
few basic examples are evaluated with the technique discussed in this paper to show the advantage of
the proposed approach. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2 Finite Capacity Queuing Networks: Definition and Notation

Consider a queuing network with M finite capacity service centers (or nodes). For a closed network,
N denotes the number of customers in the network. For open networks an exogenous arrival process
is defined at each node i (1 � i � M ). The arrival rate can be either load independent or load
dependent. The arrival process is usually assumed to be Poisson. The customers behaviour between
the nodes of the network is described by the routing matrix P = jjp ijjj (1 � i; j � M ), where pij
denotes the probability that a job leaving node i tries to enter node j. For open networks p i0 denotes
the probability that a customer which exits node i leaves the network. Let � i(ni) denote node i expo-
nential service rate when there are ni customers in it. System states are represented by an M -vector
S = [S1; S2; : : : ; SM ] where Si includes a component ni which denotes the number of customers in
node i, and other components of Si depend on the blocking type mechanisms. In this paper we con-
sider queuing networks with random order service discipline. If we are interested in the computation
of average measures (average number of customers, throughput, etc.) this service discipline gives
the same results of FCFS service discipline. If we need to represent queuing networks with other
service time distributions or different service disciplines we can use the techniques proposed in [6].
In FC-QNs additional constrains on the number of customers are included to represent different types
of resource constrains in real systems. This can be represented in the network by a maximum queue
length constraint both for a single node and for a subnetwork. In the first case let b i the maximum
queue length admitted at node i (i.e., the buffer size). Then the total number of customers in node i
is assumed to be ni � bi. In the second case let bW denote the maximum population admitted in a
subnetworkW of the whole network.

3 The Response Time Preservation Technique

The Response Time Preservation (RTP) [1] is a technique for deriving approximate measures in clas-
sical QNs. This technique belongs to the class of approximation techniques that are based on a
decomposition of the model into a set of submodels. In these techniques each submodel is solved in
isolation and then the partial solutions are combined to obtain the solution of the whole model. While
the model may possess general service time, blocking and fork/join operations, the QN must be de-
composable in the sense that the partitioned subnetworks can be interpreted as servers in a Product
Form QN.
In the version of the RTP presented in [5] the model is partitioned into two submodels as shown in
Figure 1(a). The basic idea of this approximated technique is the replacement in each subsystem of
the complementary part with a simpler subnetwork (a single queue with exponential service rate).
The service rate of the queue is chosen with the aim of preserving the response time of the original
subsystem (Figure 1(b) and Figure 1(c)).

The service rates of the aggregated representations of the subsystems are computed iteratively.
To speed up the iterative procedure and to avoid convergence problems an additional model is used:
the basic skeleton (Figure 1(d)). This submodel contains only the abstract representations of the two
subsystems. The idea is to use the basic skeleton as an intermediate point between the two aggregated
subsystems.
Assuming an initial guess for one of the aggregated subsystem (e.g., the service rate of Q2), the
throughput of AS1 (Figure 1(b)) is computed (by solving the underlying CTMC) and a value for the
service rate of Q1 is determined such that the basic skeleton has the same throughput. In this manner
we approximate the response time of SN1. The value of the service rate of Q1 is then substituted
back into the other aggregated subsystem (Figure 1(c)) and the the throughput of AS2 is computed.
A new value for the service rate of Q2 is determined such that the throughput of the basic skeleton
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Figure 1: Subsystems obtained by partitioning the original system (a), Aggregated subsystems (b)
and (c), and Basic Skeleton(d)

and of AS2 are equal. The schema is iterated until a convergence of the throughputs is obtained.
As pointed out in [5] the existence, the uniqueness of the solution, and the convergence are open
problems. Although no formal proof gives positive answer so far to the above questions, extensive
testing on particular classes of models (e.g, Stochastic Marked Graphs in [5], and Stochastic State
Machines connected by means of buffers in [9, 10]) yields very promising results: typical the method
requires few iteration steps and the error on the throughput is less than 2� 3%.

3.1 Motivations

The RTP represents a versatile approximation technique and in this paper we investigate its applica-
tion to FC-QNs.
the RTP is applied to a class of Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs), i.e., the Stochastic Marked Graphs
(SMGs). The approach presented there is based on the structural theory of Marked Graphs.
In this paper we apply the RTP to FC-QNs by using a SPN representation of FC-QNs. In particular
we use the representation of Queuing Networks with Blocking by means of Generalized Stochastic
Petri Nets (GSPNs) presented in [7]. There are several potential advantages of deriving a RTP method
for FC-QNs by using a GSPN representation:

� The resulting RTP can be applied to FC-QNs with different blocking mechanisms (also in the
same network).

� In the case of tandem FC-QNs (open and closed) the GSPN representation of FC-QN is a
SMG and hence all the results developed in [5] can be used for FC-QNs. We will derive
decomposition criteria that allow to obtain aggregated subsystems that represent in an accurate
manner the qualitative behaviour of the original subsystems. In this way there is the chance of
obtaining accurate approximated measures.
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4 Blocking Mechanisms and their GSPN Interpretation

In [7], a technique that allows to represent FC-QNs by means of GSPNs has been proposed. In this
section we review only the definitions only of the blocking mechanisms and of their GSPN descrip-
tions that we consider in this paper. In particular we consider tandem FC-QNs with the following
blocking mechanisms: Blocking After Service (BAS), Blocking Before Service (BBS), and Repetitive
Service (RS). Interested readers can find the description of other blocking mechanisms in [3, 4, 8] and
their GSPN descriptions in [7]. The GSPN definition used in this paper is the one defined in [2].

4.1 Blocking After Service (BAS)

This blocking mechanism works as follows: if a customer attempts to enter a full capacity node j
upon completion of service at node i, it is forced to wait in node i, until it is allowed to enter des-
tination node j. The server node i stops servicing customers (it is blocked) until destination node j
releases a customer. The node i service will be resumed as soon as a departure occurs from node j.
At that time the customer waiting in node i immediately moves to node j.

GSPN Subnet of a BAS Node.

Tici
to
ci+1

from
di+1
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si

di

ei

from
ci�1

to

di�1

Figure 2: GSPN subnet of a node with BAS blocking mechanism

Figure 2 shows a BAS node. Place ci represents the queue while transitionTi represents the server
of node i. A customer receives its service and reaches place vi, if the buffer of the destination (place
di+1) is full the customer waits in place vi. In this case the transitionTi is blocked (place ei is empty).
When a position in the buffer of the node i+ 1 is available the customer moves immediately towards
its destination and the service of transition T i is resumed (place ei becomes marked). The place di
records the free positions in the buffer of node i. The capacity of node i is given bym[ci] +m[vi] +

m[di].

4.2 Blocking Before Service (BBS)

In this blocking mechanism a customer at node i declares its destination node j before it starts re-
ceiving its service. If node j is full, node i becomes blocked. When a departure occurs from the
destination node j, node i is unblocked and its server starts serving the customer. If the destination
node j becomes full during the service of a customer at node i, the service is interrupted and node i
is blocked. The service is resumed from the interruption point as soon as a space becomes available
at the destination node. As discussed in [8], two different subcategories can be introduced depending
on whether the server can be used to hold a customer when the node is blocked:
Blocking Before Service - Server Occupied (BBS-SO). In this case the server of a blocked node is
used to hold a customer.
Blocking Before Service - Server Not Occupied (BBS-SNO). A server of a blocked node cannot
be used to hold a customer. In this blocking mechanism, if a node i has a buffer capacity bi, when
it becomes blocked, its capacity must be decreased to bi � 1. This type of blocking can only be im-
plemented in some special topology network. In particular it cannot be implemented in a position in
which its upstreams nodes may become full due to an arrival of a customer from a different node.
The distinction between BBS-SO and BBS-SNO blocking mechanisms is meaningful when modeling
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different types of systems. For example, in communication networks, a server corresponds to a com-
munication channel. If there is no space in the downstream node, then the message cannot be trans-
mitted. Furthermore, the channel itself cannot be used to store messages due to physical constraints
of the channel. On the other hand, BBS-SO blocking arises if the service facility can be used to hold
the blocked customer. BBS-SO blocking has been used to model manufacturing systems, terminal
concentrators, mass storage systems, disk-to-tape backup systems, window flow control mechanisms,
and communication systems (for further details see [8] and the references therein).
GSPN Subnets of a BBS-SO Node. In Figure 3(a) we present the GSPN subnets modeling a node
with BBS-SO mechanism. If the buffer of the destination node is full, transition Ti is blocked. When
a departure occurs from the destination node, transition Ti is unblocked and starts serving the cus-
tomers. The number of tokens in place ci represents the number of customers in the node i, while the
buffer capacity is given by the sum of tokens in place ci and place di. The throughput of the node is
given by the throughput of transition T i.
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di

Ti
from
ci�1

to

di�1
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to
ci+1

from
di+1

vi
si

di

ei
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Figure 3: GSPN subnets of a node with BBS blocking mechanism, BBS-SO (a) and BBS-SNO (b)

GSPN Subnets of a BBS-SNO Node. Figure 3(b) shows a BBS-SNO node. In this GSPN subnet
place vi represents the position in front of the server and hence it can be used as storage room only if
the node is not blocked. When the buffer of the destination node is full, the immediate transition s i
cannot be enabled because place di+1 is empty. When a departure occurs from the destination node
transition si can be enabled and hence the position in front of the server becomes again available.
The actual capacity of node i is represented by the number of tokens in places ci, di, ei, and vi. In
the initial marking we must have that bi =m[ci] +m[di] +m[ei] +m[vi] andm[vi] +m[ei] = 1.
The average number of customers in the node is given by the sum of the average number of tokens in
place ci and in place vi.

4.3 Repetitive Service (RS)

In this blocking mechanism a customer upon service completion at node i attempts to join destination
node j. If node j is full at that moment, the customer is looped back into the sending node i, where it
receives a new independent service. This is repeated until the customer completes a service at node i
at a moment that the destination node is not full.
Repetitive Service (RS). The GSPN subnet depicted in Figure 4 models a RS node. The number of
customers in the node is given by the number of tokens in place ci and vi while the buffer dimension is
given by the number of tokens in ci, vi, and di. The average number of customers and the throughput
of the node are given by the average number of tokens in place ci and by the throughput of transition
si respectively.

5 RTP Technique for FC-QNs

We first illustrate the RTP for open tandem FC-QNs and then we show its application to the closed
case.
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Figure 4: GSPN subnet of a node with RS blocking mechanism
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Figure 5: A flow line FC-QN with node i BBS-SO (a), its decomposition in aggregated systems AS1
(b), AS2 (c), and the basic skeleton (d).

5.1 RTP for open tandem FC-QNs

For the sake of simplicity we illustrate the peculiarities of the method for open tandem FC-QNs with
BBS-SO blocking mechanisms.
The open tandem (also called flow lines) are FC-QNs where the customers enter the first node of the
network (with exponential arrival rate) and then they move sequentially throughout all the network
up to the last node. The flow lines are open networks but if all the nodes have finite capacity buffer
the state space of the network is finite. Figure 5 shows an example of flow line: the cut is performed
through node i, that is a BBS-SO node. In the RTP the definition of the cut is the first step of the
technique and allows the identification of three submodels,AS1, AS2, and the basic skeleton. A good
choice of the cutting points is the one that yields the state spaces of AS 1 and AS2 having comparable
sizes. This allows to keep the iterative technique balanced. The balancing is an important issue
because the RTP belongs to the divide et impera methods. In [5, 9, 10], where it has been described
the application of the RTP to stochastic Petri nets, the identification of the cutting points is performed
using heuristic criteria. In the case of GSPNs that represent flow lines we can choose the cutting point
such that the state spaces of AS1 and AS2 have comparable sizes.
Figure 6 shows the different basic skeletons in case of BAS (a), and BBS-SO, BBS-SNO, RS (b).

Tici

vi

di

ei

ρ τ

di

ρ τci

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Basic skeletons for open tandem FC-QNs for different blocking mechanisms: BAS (a),
BBS-SO, BBS-SNO, and RS (b).

The initial marking for the basic skeleton are:
� ci + di = bi, vi = 0, and e1 = 1 for BAS (Figure 6(a));
� ci + di = bi, for BBS-SO (Figure 6(b));
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� ci + di = bi � 1, for BBS-SNO (Figure 6(b));
� ci + di = bi, for RS (Figure 6(b)); in this last case the basic skeleton for a RS node is obtained

by using equivalence properties between BBS-SO and RS blocking mechanisms [4, 8].

The RTP for open FC-QNs can be summarised by the following algorithms:

Select a cut;
Derive ASi (i = 1; 2), BS,
Give initial value the rate of transition �
k := 0; (counter for iteration steps);

repeat
k := k + 1;
Solve AS1 with

input: rate of �
output: X1 (the throughput of AS1);

Solve BS with
input: rate of � and X1

output: rate of � such that the throughput of BS is X1

Solve AS2 with
input: rate of �
output: X2 (the throughput of AS2);

Solve BS with
input: rate of � and X2

output: rate of � such that the throughput of BS is X2

until Convergence of X1 and X2.

Let us address to step:

“Solve BS with input: rate of � and X1, and output: rate of � such that the throughput of
BS is X1.”

The basic skeleton of Figure 6(b) is equivalent to a M=M=1=k queue, i.e., a queuing system with
Poisson arrival, exponential service rate and finite buffer capacity, with k = bi (bi is buffer capacity
of the i-th node of the FC-QN). In this case we can use the well known results for M=M=1=k for
computing the rate of � such that the throughput of BS is X1.
To derive the same result for basic skeleton of Figure 6(a) we notice that it corresponds to a product
form closed queueing network with 3 servers: one of rate =rho, one having the rate equal to the
transition rate of Ti and maximum capacity 1, with RS blocking, and one wirh rate =tau. We can
solve this closed queueing network analytically and then we can derive the exact value of � such that
the basic skeleton as the same throughput of X1. we can use the method for that we will use for the
solution of the basic skeleton in closed tandem FC-QNs.

It is interesting to point out that the approximate method can be also applied in a hierarchical way,
i.e., instead of solving directly the subsystemASi (i = 1; 2), we can apply the RTP to this subsystem.

5.2 RTP for closed tandem FC-QNs

The closed tandem FC-QNs are cyclic networks where there is a fixed number of customers that move
sequentially throughout all the nodes of the network. For these FC-QNs the cut involves two nodes
(say node i, and node j) and it is performed through place di, ci, dj , and cj . In Figure 7(a) the cut
involves node 3 and node 7.

The basic idea of the RTP in this case is the following: the GSPN (or simply the SPN in the case
of BBS-SO blocking mechanisms) is split into two subnet by a cut defined through a set of places
(places d3, c3, d7, and c7, in Figure 7(a)). From the cut we define three nets: two aggregated subnets
(AS1 and AS2; see Figure 7(b) and 7(c)), and a basic skeleton net BS (Figure 7(d)). These nets are
obtained by substitution of the subnetAS i by a set of implicit places IPi (with i = 1; 2). For instance
for the net of Figure 7(a) the subnet AS1 is obtained by substitution of the subnet on the right part of
the cut by means of the places �1 and �2. These places are structurally implicit [12], and we select
their initial markings such that they become implicit.
The implicit places allow to obtain a compact representation of the original subsystem, i.e., places �1
and �2 allow to represent the qualitative behaviour of the subsystem SN2. The transitions having as
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Figure 7: An SPN representing a FC-QN with 8 BBS-SO nodes (a), its decomposition in aggregated
systems AS1 (b), AS2 (c), and the basic skeleton (d).

input places or output places the places involved in the cut are called interface transitions. The sets of
interface transitions are denoted TI1 and TI2 (In Figure 7 TI2 = f�1; �2g and TI1 = f�1; �2g). The sets
of places IPi are determined by adding one place from each input interface transition to each output
interface transition. The initial markings for these places are computed using a slight modification of
Floyd’s all-pairs shortest paths algorithm for weighted direct graph. The graph is obtained using the
transitions as vertices, the places as arcs, and the tokens as weights (see [5] for the details).
In [5] it has been proved that with this method the qualitative behaviour of each subsystem is equiva-
lent to that of the whole system behaviour projected on the corresponding subset of places IP i. The
equivalence means that the language of the firing sequences of the aggregated system is equal to that
of the original system projected on the preserved transitions (in Figure 7, transitions � 1 and �2 for
AS1 and transitions �1 and �2 for AS2) and that the reachability graph of the aggregated system is
isomorphous to that of the original system projected on the preserved places (places �1 and �2 for
AS1 and places �1 and �2 for AS2). In the aggregated subsystem AS1 the places �1 and �2 and the
transitions �1 and �2 represent the subnet N2, that is, the subnet on the right part of the cut. In the
same manner in the aggregated subsystem AS2 the places �1 and �2 and the transitions �1 and �2
represent the subnet N1, that one on the left part of the cut.

The RTP is an iterative technique for the approximate computation of the throughput of the tran-
sitions. Given some initial values for the service rates of the interface transitions �1 and �2 the subnet
AS1 is solved. The transitions �1 and �2 approximate the response time of the subnet N2. From the
throughput of the transitions in AS1, using the basic skeleton BS we can compute the rates of the
transitions �1 and �2 such that the throughput of the transitions in BS is the same of that one of AS 1.
The transitions �1 and �2 approximate the response time of all subnet N1. The rates of �1 and �2
are substituted in AS2 and this subnet is solved. From the throughput of the transitions in AS 2 using
the basic skeleton BS we compute the rat es of the transitions �1 and �2. These rates are substituted
in AS1 and the iterative process continues until the throughput of AS 1 and AS2 converges. This
procedure is summarised in the following algorithm that in [5] has been called Pelota algorithm :

Select a cut;
Derive ASi (i = 1; 2), BS, TI1, TI2 ;
Give initial value �0

t
for each t 2 TI2 ;
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k := 0; (counter for iteration steps);

repeat
k := k + 1;
Solve AS1 with

input: �k�1

t for each t 2 TI2
output: X1 (the throughput of AS1);

Solve BS with
input: �k�1

t for each t 2 TI2 and X1

output: �k

t
for each t 2 TI1 such that the throughput of BS is X1;

Solve AS2 with
input: �k

t for each t 2 TI1
output: X2 (the throughput of AS2);

Solve BS with
input: �k

t
for each t 2 TI1 and X2

output: �k

t
for each t 2 TI2 such that the throughput of BS is X2;

until Convergence of X1 and X2.

Let us address to the step:

“Solve BS with input: �k�1
t for each t 2 TI2 and X1; output: �kt for each t 2 TI1 such

that the throughput of BS is X1.”

In general the previous step is a multidimensional search on the parameters of the CTMC of the BS
in order to get a given throughput and it cannot be done in an efficient way. A possible solution is
the method proposed in [5]. Each time that AS1 is solved (and analogously when AS2 is solved) for
each transition tj 2 TI1 we derive the quantity Rj = mi=X1 (mi is the average number of tokens of
the implicit place that is one of the input place of tj ). The derivation of the transition rates for each
transition of TI1 such that the throughput of BS is equal to X1 is obtained using the monotonicity
property of the throughput with respect to the transition rates. The basic skeleton BS is a stochastic
marked graphs and this property holds for this class of nets (see [5]). We assume that the rates for
tj 2 TI1 have the form f � Rj . The problem can then be solved as the search for a the root of a
particular function g(f) = X(f) � X1, where X(f) corresponds to the value of the throughput of
the basic skeleton (as function of f ). The value of X(f) is computed by solving analytically the basic
skeleton, and the value of f for which g(f) = 0 is searched with an iterative algorithm.

In case of closed tandem FC-QNs the cut involves two nodes (say node i, and node j) and it is
performed through place di, ci, dj , and cj . In this case for each node involved in the cut there is one
input interface transition and one output interface transition1. The sets of places IPi (the structural
implicit places) are determined by adding one place from each input interface transition to each output
interface transition. This implies that for cyclic networks there are two sets of structural implicit
places, IP1 and IP2, and both of them contain two places. For the GSPNs under consideration, the
computation of the initial marking for the implicit places, assumes a simplified form. Let be t, t0 a
pair of input and output interface transitions, for any pair (t; t 0) a structural implicit place is required.
In [5], the marking for this place such that it becomes implicit is computed in the following manner:

min

8
<
:
X
pj2}

mj j } is a path from t to t0

9
=
; :

In the case of GSPNs modeling cyclic FC-QNs for any pair of input and output interface transitions
(t; t0) there are two paths connecting them. These paths identify the movement of the customers and
the movement of the empty positions in the buffers. The input interface transitions are those having
some place of the cut as input place while the output interface transitions are those having some place
of the cut output place. For instance, in the GSPN of Figure 7 the cut is performed through place
d3, c3, d6, and c6. We can see that T3, T6, t2, and t5 are the input interface transitions while t2, t3,
t5 and t6 are output interface transitions. The paths connecting T3 to t5 identify the movement of

1Note that, as can be seen in Figure 7, in some case the input and the output interface transitions may coincide.
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the customers through nodes 3, 4, and 5, and the movement of the empty positions in the buffers of
nodes 3, 2, 1, 7, and 6. For any pair of (inp.-out.) or (out.-inp.) interface transitions we identify
the paths that represent the motion of the customers and the motion of the empty positions in the
buffers. With these considerations the computation of the initial markings in the structural implicit
places becomes quite easy. The initial marking of the structural place identified by a pair of interface
transitions must be the minimum between the sums of the number of tokens in the initial marking of
the GSPN for the places on these two paths. In the GSPN of Figure 7(a) the paths connecting (T3; t5)
are }1 = fv3; c4; v4; c5; v5g and }2 = fv3; d3; d1; d7; d6g. The minimum between the sums of the
tokens in the initial marking for the places involved in these these two paths is 2, and hence the initial
marking of place �1 such that it becomes implicit must be equal to 2.

Since the size of the state space of a FC-QN can be computed in exact manner, the identification
of the nodes where the cuts are performed can be done keeping balanced the state space sizes of AS1
and AS2.

6 Examples

In this section we present some numerical results obtained by using the RTP. The first example con-
siders an open FC-QNs with heterogeneous blocking mechanisms. Figure 8(a) depicts this network.
Table 1 summarises the results obtained for the example of Figure 8 (in the table are reported the
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Figure 8: GSPN representing an open tandem FC-QN with 8 nodes (BBS-SO, BBS-SO, BAS, BBS-
SO, BBS-SO, BBS-SNO, RS, BBS-SO) (a), its decomp;osition in aggregated systems AS1 (b), AS2
(c), and the basic skeleton (d).

throughput of the transitions computed in each iteration of the algorithm).

AS1 AS2
X1 X2

1:727295 2:998254
1:727296 1:745892
1:727296 1:727292

Buffer capacities : ([b1; : : : ; b8]) [4;4; 2;3;6; 5;5;5]. Node service rate : (�0 ; : : : ; �8)

[10:0;3:0;2:0;5:0;6:0;10:0;8:0;9:0;12:0].
m0[�1] = 5,m0[�2] = 8.
Number of states : original system = 529200, AS1 = 2450, AS2 = 1512, BS = 7.
Throughput : original system 1:727305, approximate 1:727292, error 0:000007%

Table 1: Iteration results for the net of Figure 8
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Figure 9: A GSPN representing a FC-QN with 7 BAS nodes (a), its decomposition in aggregated
systems AS1 (b), AS2 (c), and the basic skeleton (d).

Table 2 summarises the results obtained for the example of Figure 7 (in the table are reported the
throughput of the transitions computed in each iteration of the algorithm).

AS1 AS2
X1 X2

1:72307 1:70783
1:71552 1:71541
1:71546 1:71546

Buffer capacities : ([b1; : : : ; b8]) [3;10;4;5;5; 5;4;4]. Number of customers : 13.
Node service rate : (�1; : : : ; �8) [2:0;3:0;4:0;6:0;3:0;5:0;2:0;10:0].
Initial marking : (c1; : : : ; c8; d1; : : : ; d8)m0 = [2;5; 0;3;2; 0;0;1; 1;5;4; 2;3;5; 4;3].
Initial marking of the SIPs : m0[�1] = 5,m0[�2] = 8,m0[�1] = 5,m0[�2] = 8.
Number of states : original system 38501, AS1 3230, AS2 3818, BS 250.
Throughput : original system 1:70794, approximate 1:71546, error �0:44030%.

Table 2: Iteration results for the net of Figure 7

The GSPN of Figure 9 shows a cyclic FC-QN with 7 nodes with BAS blocking mechanisms
(Figure 9(a)), and the subnets AS1, AS2, and BS (Figures 9(b), 9(c), and 9(d) respectively). Table 3
summarises the results obtained with the RTP on this GSPN.

7 Conclusion and Further Developments

The approximation method presented in this paper gives a method for computing performance mea-
sures for FC-QNs. This result is obtained through the mapping between FC-QNs and GSPNs. The
special structure of the GSPNs representing FC-QNs, allows to specify several aspect of the RTP.
For instance, with respect to the technique, as it has been proposed in [5], the choice of the cutting
points can be done in a “balanced” manner, that is, using the special structure of these GSPNs we can
identify the cutting points that allow to obtain subsystems having balanced state space dimensions.
Other advantages with respect to the RTP described in [5] are the clear definition of the cut and the
easy computation of the initial marking of the structural implicit places. For each GSPN subnet rep-
resenting the different blocking mechanisms we can easily identify the places that can be involved
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AS1 AS2
X1 X2

0:46731 0:52226
0:54656 0:55042
0:55229 0:55258
0:55272 0:55274
0:55275 0:55275

Buffer capacities : bi = 6, i = 1; : : : ; 7. Number of customers : 7.
Node service rate : �i = 1:0, i = 1; : : : ; 7.
Initial marking : (c1; : : : ; c7; d1; : : : ; d7; cv1; : : : ; cv7)m0 = [1;1;1; 1;1;1; 1;5;5; 5;5;5; 5;5;1; 1;1;1; 1;1;1].
Initial marking of the SIPs : m0[�1] = 4,m0[�2] = 3,m0[�1] = 2,m0[�2] = 5.
Number of states : original system = 1716, AS1 = 1253, AS2 = 539, BS = 340.
Throughput : original system 0:53846, approximate 0:55275, error �2:654%.

Table 3: Iteration results for the net of Figure 9

in a cut. The accuracy of that technique is comparable with other ad-hoc methods developed for the
FC-QNs.
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